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NOTES TO TEACHERS
Thank you so much for purchasing and downloading these 
differentiated readings.  These were created to support 
teachers who have students at a variety of levels in their 
classroom.  

To differentiate between the different levels the sentence 
structure and word choice increase or decrease to meet the 
needs of each reading level.  See the chart on the next page 
to identify the reading band for each text.  

These texts can be used for a variety of purposes.  
• Used for guided reading time with the teacher.  The teacher 

plans the lesson once and then can use the same story 
written at multiple levels.  This allows you to teach once and 
then implement with most of the students in your classroom.   

• Used for independent reading.  Students can read the 
version of the text that best matches their independent 
reading level then complete whatever activity the teachers 
chooses to meet each classroom learning goals.   

• Partner reading to a whole class discussion.  Since the stories 
are the same between the versions.  You can have partners 
with the same level read it together then discuss this as a 
whole group.  

Specific lesson plans are not included in this resource to allow 
teachers to integrate into their own plans as needed.  	

However these readings form the guided reading component of 
my Ignited Literacy series.  Within that program there are lesson 
that correspond with each reading along with all of your other 
activities that may be needed to support your language arts 

program.  



Reading Conversion Chart

IL 
Level AGE Grad

e DRA F&P Lexile

AA 
2.3-4.0 8-9** 2-3 24-30 L-M 400-550

A 
3.0-4.0 8-9 3-4 30-44 N-Q 550-770

B 
4.0-5.5 8-9 4-5 40-50 Q-T 770-850

* There is some overlap in the levels due to the topic of the text and needed complexity of academic 
vocabulary 

* Age range also reflects the maturity level of the student.

For each reading provided there are three versions.  
The three versions represent three different levels.  
Each text is colour coded and the specific label is 

identified by both colour and letter

Level 
AA

This level is designed for students reading 
below the grade 3 reading level. 

Level 
A

This level is for students that are in grades 3 
and 4.  The reading use simpler sentences and 
less complex words. 

Level 
B

This level is for students that are reading at a 
grade 4-5 grade level.  These passages have a 
both simple and complex sentence structure 
with vocabulary words appropriate for 
students at this level. 



How To:
How to structure your guided reading groups

1
Assess students reading level using a standardized reading assessment 
such as DRA or CASI.  You can also informally assess the students reading 
level by having them read one of the three sample texts and based on 
their fluency, decoding and comprehension skills.

2
Group students into guided reading groups based on their reading levels.  
You should aim to have four to five groups with 5-6 students per guided 
reading group.  

3

Create a schedule in your language arts class which groups you will meet 
with on what days.  Schedule yourself time each day to meet with at least 
one guided reading group. You also may want to give students the guided 
reading text prior to the guided reading time so they have a chance to 
pre-read it.  This may save time with your group if you need to spend more 
time focusing on comprehension. 

4

Preview the Text - Teacher Planning	
Read the text prior to the week beginning.  Based on your current focus or 
learning goal in writing or reading determine which comprehension and 
meaning strategies you want to focus on for this text.  Highlight your text 
and make notes in your blank lesson plan template. Determine questions 
that assess literal and critical thinking questions.  (see chart on next page)

5
Getting Started - Activating Knowledge/Make Predictions	
Introduce the text and ask students to read the first paragraph to 
themselves in a whisper voice.  Once they are done reading ask them to 
make a prediction about what they think the rest of the story will be about. 

6
Reading Check Ins - Listen to Reading	
Ask the students to continue to read the text in a whisper voice.  Lean into 
one student and signal to them that you want them to read slightly louder 
than a whisper voice.  Record your observations of their reading skills 
(fluency, decoding) on the recording page. 

7
After Reading - Comprehension	
Ask student to identify their understanding of the text. Use the learning 
goals and the questions that you preplanned to ask students.   
Eg. Main Idea: Who is the main character, what is the problem, what is this 
story mostly about. 

8 Assessment	
Make notes on each student in relation to their reading behaviour.  



Questioning Stems
LEVEL COMPREHENSION 

STRATEGIES QUESTION STEMS

Remember	
recall of facts 

and details

• name 
• list 
• definitions 
• order 
• retell

• Who is _____? 
• Where does the story take place? 
• Why did _______? 
• List the _____ in order 
• How did ____ happen? 
• Who said _____? 
• Define the word _____?

Understand	
explain ideas 
and concepts

• main idea 
• classifying 
• comparing 
• Inferring

• Can you describe the main character? 
• What was the main idea? 
• What inference can you make 
• Can you compare ____ to _____? 
• Describe what happens before/after (text event)? 
• Can you paraphrase this paragraph? 
• What facts or ideas support/show ____?

Apply	
Focus on the 

parts and how 
they contribute 

to the whole

• Connections 
• Compare to real 

life 

• What connections can you make? 
• How would you change____? 
• How would you solve ___? 
• How could you apply what you have learned to ___? 
• Imagine this character in another story what would 

happen? 
• What questions would you ask the character/author in an 

interview?

Analyze	
Look at the 

whole text and 
draw 

conclusions

• Drawing 
conclusions 

• Identifying 
themes 

• Compare and 
contrast 

• Summarize 
• Point of View

• Which events are most important? 
• How does the _____ help you to? 
• How would this event be different if we looked at it form 

someone else’s perspective 
• If you were the character how would you have reacted to 

this event? 
• How is ____ related to _____? 
• Select the parts of the story that are the saddest/funniest

Evaluate	
make 

judgements 
based on 

criteria

• identify opinion 
• critique 
• using evidence 

and 

• How would you improve? 
• What conclusions can you draw about ___? 
• How would you rate this text and why? 
• Which character would you like to be friends with 
• Would it be better if 
• What is your opinion of

Create	
Take the 

information 
and use it in 

another 
context.

• make 
• produce 
• create 
• perform

• How could you use what you have read to create 
something new? 

• Plan a short lesson to share your knowledge with someone.  
• Could you tell this in a different way 
• What would be a better title for the story/article?



Guided Reading PLAN

Guided Reading Guide

Getting Started: 	
Activating 
Knowledge and 
Make Predictions

Literal 
Comprehension	
Do students 
understand main 
idea and details 
of the story

Extending 
Understanding:	
Analyze, 
Evaluate or 
create

Ta r g e t e d  S k i l l s
A - Reading for  

Meaning
B - Understanding 

Form and Style
C - Reading with 

Fluency D - Reflecting



G u i d e d  R e a d i n g
text-based assessment tool

Guided Reading Group 1 2 3 4 5 6

Weekly Guided Reading Text ___________________________________
T a r g e t e d  S k i l l s

A - Reading for  
meaning

B - Understanding form 
and style C - Reading with fluency D - Reflecting

Purpose 
Comprehension strategy 
___________________ 
Analyzing 
Responding to texts 
Point of view

Text forms 
Text patterns 
Text features 
Style

Reading familiar words 
Reading unfamiliar 
words 
Reading fluently

Metacognition 
Interconnected skills 
Goal setting

Student: ________________    RL: ______	
Targets   A:____  B: ____   C: ____  D:____ 
Observations: 
__________________________ 
_______________________________________
_______________________________________ 
Next Steps: ____________________________ 
_______________________________________ 

Student: ________________    RL: ______	
Targets   A:____  B: ____   C: ____  D:____ 
Observations: 
__________________________ 
_______________________________________
_______________________________________ 
Next Steps: ____________________________ 
_______________________________________ 

Student: ________________    RL: ______	
Targets   A:____  B: ____   C: ____  D:____ 
Observations: 
__________________________ 
_______________________________________
_______________________________________ 
Next Steps: ____________________________ 
_______________________________________ 

Student: ________________    RL: ______	
Targets   A:____  B: ____   C: ____  D:____ 
Observations: 
__________________________ 
_______________________________________
_______________________________________ 
Next Steps: ____________________________ 
_______________________________________ 



january Guided  
Reading Texts

A - Grade 3 to 4

B - Grade 4 to 5

AA - Grade 2-3



Week #1
Help with the Hunt
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help WITH THE HUNT
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“It’s over here,” Baby Fox whispered to Brother Fox and Sister Fox. 

“Go ahead, Baby,” Brother whispered back. “Time to pounce.” 

Baby Fox bent his knees and jumped. Instead of landing on the mouse, 
Baby Fox fell right on his nose. The mouse scurried away. 

“What happened?” Sister asked. “Did you get it?” 

Baby Fox shook his head in shame.  

“It’s ok, Baby. You’ll get one soon,” Sister said. 

“Wait,” Baby Fox whispered. “I hear another one.” The siblings froze. Baby 
Fox mouthed to Brother, “It’s behind you.” 

Brother nodded, turned, and pounced. When he got up, the mouse was 
hanging from his mouth.  

“Thanks, Baby!” Brother said with his mouth full. 

Baby was happy for Brother, but he was still disappointed. Baby had been 
hunting with his siblings for weeks. He watched them closely and followed 
their every move. Still, Baby couldn’t catch a single mouse he heard. 
Brother and Sister, on the other hand, could catch every single one. 

“Don’t worry, Baby. We’ll try tomorrow,” Sister said. “It’s time to go home.” 

The siblings walked back to their den. Father 
Fox was waiting for them. 

“What did you catch tonight?” he asked. 

“Thirteen mice,” Sister said. “Brother got 
fifteen.”
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“Wow!” Father exclaimed. Then he turned to Baby. “What about you, 
son?” Father asked.  

“Nothing,” Baby replied looking at the ground. “Still nothing.” 

“Perhaps you need a break,” Father said, giving Baby a cuddle. “Stay 
back with me in the morning while Brother and Sister hunt. Then you and I 
can try tomorrow night.” 

Baby agreed. He was happy that Father understood, but he was still sad. 
Baby quietly ate dinner and went to bed.   

The next morning, Baby Fox woke up to the sounds of Brother, Sister, and 
Father talking. 

“I don’t understand,” Father said.  

“We couldn’t find a single thing,” Brother replied. 

“But you brought home all those mice yesterday. Now you can’t find 
anything?” Father asked. 

“I think it’s because Baby wasn’t with us,” Sister said. 

Baby Fox walked over as he heard his name. “What do you mean?” he 
asked. “I’m not a good hunter. I haven’t caught a single mouse.” 

“But you can hear,” Sister said. “Think about it, Baby. You heard every 
m2.9e we caught yesterday. You didn’t catch any, but you told us where 
they were hiding.”   

“We need your ears, Baby,” Brother said. “We can’t hunt without them.” 

“Really?” Baby asked. “Don’t I just get in the way? I can’t even pounce!” 

“Baby, no one is good at everything,” Father said. “But it’s important that 
we use the things we are good at to help each other. It sounds like your 
ears are a big help to your brother and sister.”

HELP WITH  THE HUNT
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“We need you, Baby!” Sister said. “Please come hunt with us.” 

“Ok,” Baby said cheerfully. “As long as you pounce, I’ll listen!” 
 

HELP WITH  THE HUNT
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“It’s over here,” Baby Fox whispered to Brother Fox and Sister Fox. 

“Go ahead, Baby,” Brother whispered back. “Time to pounce.” 

Baby Fox crouched, bent his knees, and jumped. However, instead of 
landing on the mouse he was stalking, Baby Fox fell right on his nose as the 
mouse scurried away. 

“What happened?” Sister asked. “Did you get the mouse?” 

Baby Fox shook his head in embarrassment.  

“It’s ok, Baby. You’ll get the hang of hunting soon,” Sister said. 

“Wait,” Baby Fox firmly whispered. “I hear another one.” The siblings froze. 
Baby Fox mouthed to Brother, “It’s behind you.” 

Brother nodded, silently turned, crouched down, and pounced. When he 
turned to face his siblings, the mouse was hanging from his mouth.  

“Thanks, Baby,” Brother mumbled with his mouth full. 

Although Baby was happy for Brother, he was still disappointed. Baby had 
been hunting with his siblings for weeks. He watched them closely and 
tried following their every move. However, each time Baby heard a mouse, 
he wasn’t able to catch it. Meanwhile, Brother and Sister could catch 
every single one.

help WITH THE HUNT

“Don’t worry, Baby. We’ll try again 
tomorrow,” Sister said. “It’s time to get home 
now.” 

The siblings walked back to the den with 
their prey. Father Fox was waiting for them. 

“What did you catch tonight, kids?” he 
asked.
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“I got thirteen mice,” Sister said. “Brother got fifteen.” 

“Wow!” Father exclaimed. “That’s a record!” Then he turned to his 
youngest. “What about you, Baby?” Father asked expectantly.  

“Nothing,” Baby replied in disappointment. “It shouldn’t surprise you. I’ve 
come home with nothing for weeks.” 

“Perhaps you just need a break,” Father said to Baby as he lovingly 
nudged him. “Why don’t you stay back with me in the morning while 
Brother and Sister hunt? Then you and I can try tomorrow evening.” 

Baby agreed. He was happy that Father was so understanding, but he 
was still full of frustration as he ate dinner and went to bed.   

The next morning, Baby Fox awoke to the sounds of Brother, Sister, and 
Father talking. 

“I don’t understand,” Baby heard his father say.  

“Father, we couldn’t find a single thing,” Brother replied. 

“But you brought home dozens of mice yesterday. Now you can’t find 
anything?” Father asked in shock. 

“I think it’s because Baby wasn’t with us,” Sister said. 

Baby Fox wandered over to his family as he heard his name. “What do 
you mean?” he asked. “I’m not a good hunter. I haven’t caught a single 
thing.” 

“But you can hear,” Sister said. “Think about it, Baby. You heard every 
mouse we caught yesterday. Sure, you didn’t catch any, but you told us 
exactly where they were hiding. Brother and I would have come home 
with nothing if not for you.”   

“We need your ears, Baby,” Brother said. “I don’t think we can hunt 
without them.” 

RL:	3.3
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“Really?” Baby asked. “But don’t I just get in the way? I can’t even 
pounce!” 

“Baby, it’s impossible to be good at everything,” Father said. “But it’s 
important that we use the skills we have to help one another. And it 
sounds like you’re a huge help to your siblings.” 

“We need you, Baby!” Sister said. “Please come hunt with us.” 

“Ok,” Baby said cheerfully. “As long as you do the pouncing, I’ll do the 
listening!” 
 

RL:	3.3
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“It’s over here,” Baby Fox whispered to Brother Fox and Sister Fox. 

“Now’s your chance, Baby,” Brother murmured back. “Time to pounce.” 

Baby Fox hunkered down, bent his knees, and bounded towards his 
target. However, instead of landing on the mouse he was stalking, Baby 
Fox fell right on his nose as the mouse scurried away. 

“What happened?” Sister asked. “Did you catch it?” 

Baby Fox shook his head in embarrassment.  

“It’s ok, Baby. You’ll get the hang of hunting soon,” Sister said. 

“Wait,” Baby Fox unexpectedly whispered. “I hear another one.” The 
siblings froze as Baby Fox mouthed to Brother, “It’s behind you.” 

Brother nodded in understanding before silently turning, crouching down, 
and pouncing. When he turned to face his siblings once again, the mouse 
was dangling lifelessly from his mouth.  

“Thanks, Baby,” Brother mumbled through a full mouth. 

Although Baby was pleased for Brother, he was still disappointed. Baby 
had been hunting with his siblings for weeks. He watched them closely and 
imitated their every move. However, each time Baby heard a mouse, he 
failed to seize it. Meanwhile, Brother and Sister gathered up every single 
one. 

help WITH THE HUNT

“Don’t worry, Baby. We’ll try again 
tomorrow,” Sister said. “It’s time to get home 
now.” 

The siblings sauntered back to the den with 
their prey. Father Fox was waiting for them. 

“What did you catch tonight, kids?” he 
asked in anticipation.
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“I got thirteen mice,” Sister said. “Brother got fifteen.” 

“Amazing!” Father exclaimed. “I believe that’s a new record!” Then he 
turned to his youngest. “What about you, Baby?” Father asked 
expectantly.  

“Nothing,” Baby replied in disappointment. “It shouldn’t surprise you, 
Father. I’ve come home with absolutely nothing for weeks.” 

“Hmmm,” Father puzzled. “Perhaps you just need a break,” he said, giving 
Baby a nuzzle.  “Why don’t you stay back with me in the morning while 
Brother and Sister hunt? Then you and I can try tomorrow evening.” 

Baby agreed. He was happy that Father was so sympathetic, but he was 
still full of frustration. Baby was extremely quiet as he ate dinner and 
quickly went to bed.   

The next morning, Baby Fox awoke to the sounds of a discussion between 
Brother, Sister, and Father. 

“I don’t understand,” Baby heard his father bellow.  

“Father, we couldn’t find a single thing,” Brother retorted. 

“But you brought home dozens of mice yesterday. Now you can’t find 
anything?” Father asked in shock. 

“I think it’s because Baby wasn’t with us,” Sister said. 

Baby Fox wandered over to his family as he heard his name. “What do 
you mean?” he asked. “I’m not a good hunter. I haven’t caught a single 
thing.” 

“Baby, it’s not your hunting skills we need,” Sister explained. “It’s your ears. 
You are able to hear absolutely everything in the forest. Think about it, you 
heard every mouse we caught yesterday.”

RL:	3.9
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“Sure, you didn’t catch any mice, but you told us exactly where they 
were hiding,” Brother chimed in. “Sister and I would have come home 
completely empty-handed if not for you.”   

“We need your ears, Baby,” Sister pleaded. “I don’t think we can manage 
hunting without them.” 

“Really?” Baby asked in surprise. Then a downcast expression reappeared 
on his face as he said, “But won’t I just get in the way? I can’t even 
pounce!” 

“Baby, it’s impossible to be good at everything,” Father explained. “But 
it’s important that we use the abilities we have to help one another. And it 
sounds like your ears are an enormous help to your siblings.” 

“We need you, Baby!” Brother declared. “Please come hunt with us.” 

“Ok,” Baby cheerfully agreed. “As long as you do the pouncing, I’ll do the 
listening

RL:	3.9
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The Punctuation STATION
Carmen the comma was happy. It was her first day on the job at the 
Punctuation Station.  She arrived early and had to wait for Quincy to get 
there. Quincy would unlock the gate to the station.  

“Good morning,” Carmen said, when Quincy finally came. He was an older 
man that bent over in a question mark, which is what he was. 

“Hello, Carmen. You must like to be on time, right? Will you come inside?” 
Quincy opened the gate with his key and they went inside the station.  

“Are you ready for the students?” he asked. 
Carmen paused while she thought for a minute. “I think so,” she said. 
“Commas are one of the hardest punctuation marks to learn. I’m sure I can 
teach them, though.” 
“Great.” Quincy took a clipboard out of his bag and looked at it. “So, you 
know the drill, right? We each take a small group of students on our subway 
train for a lesson. Then, we meet back here at the station. Got it?” 
“Yes, got it,” Carmen said. 
“For the first few rides, can you watch Pru, then Expo, then me?” Quincy 
said. 
Boy, Quincy asked a lot of questions. “Yes,” Carmen said happily. She was 
glad to get a chance to watch the other lessons. 
They heard a tapping noise. “There is Pru now,” Quincy said.   
Carmen saw a period marching along in her high heels. “Pru, can I 
introduce you to Carmen?” Quincy said. “She’s the newest mark to join 
Punctuation Station.” 
“Welcome,” Pru said. “I’m glad to—” 
Just then, an exclamation point flew by her,  
spinning poor Pru around. Then, it came to a stop.  

“Hello!” the exclamation point cried. “You must  
be the new mark!” 
“Yes, I am,” Carmen said. “What’s your name?” 
“I’m Expo! Nice to meet you!” With that, Expo 

1
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took off to get ready for the students. 
“He has so much energy,” Pru said. 
“Is there anyone like our Expo?” Quincy wondered. 
“I think not,” said Pru. “Come with me, Carmen. I’ll show you the ropes.” 
Carmen followed Pru inside the main building. She saw a big ramp 
coming down in the middle. Two smaller ramps were on either side, both 
leading underground.  
“This is the ticket line,” Pru said. She showed Carmen the ropes that were 
set up. “Over here is—” 
“The students are coming!” Expo shouted. “Here they come!” 
Several students were marching, walking, or rolling down the ramp. 
Carmen’s excitement grew. She couldn’t wait to meet all of them.  
“I stamp the tickets,” Pru told her. “Watch this.”  
Carmen watched as the period stood at the end of the ropes forming the 
line. 
“Stop,” Pru said to the students. “Whenever you see me, you come to a 
full stop. That’s your first punctuation lesson today.” When the students 
were lined up, Pru danced on top of their tickets.  
“Oh, cool!” said a boy. Carmen looked at his ticket. It was dotted with a 
period after the sentence: I am Remy. The girl next to him had a ticket 
that read: I am Joanna.  
Great simple sentences, thought Carmen.  
Once the tickets all had periods, Pru was joined by Quincy and Expo. 
They gave the students a quick introduction. 
“We are punctuation marks,” Pru said.  
“Do you know when to use punctuation marks like us?” Quincy asked. 
“I do!” the girl named Joanna said. “When you’re writing.” 
“That’s right!” exclaimed Expo. “Good job!” 
“Can you explain more?” Quincy asked Carmen. 
“Sure,” she said. “Punctuation marks are used to separate sentences or 
parts of sentences when you’re writing. They show how the sentences are 
supposed to sound if you read them  out loud.” 
“That makes sense,” Remy said. Carmen grinned.

THE  PUNCTUATION STATION
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“If I gave you this sentence, which one of us would you need at the 
end?” Quincy asked. The sentence I went to the store was on a board 
that he held up for the students to see. 
“Exclamation point?” one kid asked. 
“No, a comma,” said another. 
“A question mark,” Joanna said.  
Oh boy, Carmen thought. These students had a lot to learn about 
punctuation. It was a good thing they came to the station. 
Soon, Pru led her group of students down the ramp to her subway. 
Carmen followed. 
Once everyone sat down, the train began to move. Pru started to speak. 
“I am a period,” she said. “A period is a dot that goes at the end of a 
sentence. Periods are used a lot. They go at the end of any sentence that 
isn’t a question or exclamation.” 
There were dry erase boards on the walls inside the subway train. Carmen 
helped the students practice writing sentences with periods on the walls. 
They wrote: 

The dog ran in the yard. 
The train went fast. 
I have a yellow hat. 
You are a good friend. 

They all learned when to put a period quickly. Back at the station, 
Carmen went to Expo’s train next.  
“Hi!” Expo yelled. “I’m so happy to have you here today!” 
When the students sat, Expo taught them about himself. He had a lot of 
energy. “Exclamation points are amazing! They are a line and a dot, just 
like me. You put an exclamation point at the end of a sentence to make 
it sound like a yell or a shout.” 
“Like this?” Remy asked, writing Wow! on the wall. 
“Yes!” Expo said. “These kinds of sentences show strong feelings, like 
excitement and joy.” 
The students needed a little help coming up with ideas for exclamations. 
Expo told them to think of comic books. Then, they all started scribbling: 
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Wham 
Pow! 
Look up in the sky! 
It’s a superhero! 

“That was a fun lesson, Expo,” Carmen said. This time, she headed to 
Quincy’s train.  
Instead of telling the students about question marks, Quincy asked them 
questions.  
“What do you like to eat?” he asked. Many students shouted out answers. 
“Where would you like to go? What is your favorite animal?” More 
answers followed. 
“See how these were questions I asked you? In writing, all of them should 
have a question mark at the end. This shows that they need to be 
answered. Question marks look like me: a curve and a dot. Can we 
practice?” Quincy asked.  
The students thought for a minute, then wrote: 

How are you? 
What time is it? 
Where are my books? 

The question marks, exclamation points, and periods were all easy to 
learn. Commas were more difficult to teach, but Carmen was sure she 
could do it.  
When she hopped onto her train, she looked at the students sitting in front 
of her. 
“Hello, everyone.” Like Pru, she said, “I am a comma. A comma is used in 
many different ways. You put commas in lists, dates, place names, and 
compound sentences.” 
The students looked a little bored. Carmen turned on the energy to be 
more like Expo. “In talking, sometimes we need to pause to catch our 
breaths!” she said. “The comma is that pause!” 
“Oh,” said Remy.  
“I think I get it,” said Joanna. 
“You should also put a comma after introductory words or phrases.” 
Carmen wrote Hi, I’m Carmen. on the wall. “Commas also go after
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quotations when someone is speaking.” She wrote “This subway ride is 
fun,” I said. on the board. 
“I see the comma!” Joanna cried. 
“Me too,” Remy said. 
Carmen quizzed the students next by asking them questions, just like 
Quincy.  
She wrote a list of items on the board, a date, and a city and country. 
“Where do the commas go in these?” she asked. The students came up 
to fill in the commas so that they looked like this: 

I like oranges, apples, and strawberries. 
Today is September 7, 2020.  
I live in Grammar City, Languageville. 

“That’s right!” Carmen said. “Now how about these compound 
sentences?” Carmen was happy that the students were learning where 
to put commas. They completed the sentences: 

I wish I could buy new shoes, but I don’t have money. 
We could go to the pool, or we could go to the gym.  

Carmen’s train ride was the longest, because there were so many times 
to use commas. The students practiced and practiced. 
“Commas are very useful!” Carmen said, in the Expo way. Then, she used 
a short sentence, like Pru. “Remember they are used for pauses.” Finally, 
Carmen asked a question, just like Quincy. “Did you all have fun learning 
about punctuation marks today?” 
“Yes, yes!” the students said. 
When they had all gotten off the subway, Carmen cleaned her walls for 
tomorrow’s lessons. Quincy, Pru, and Expo came to see her.  
“How did today go?” Quincy asked. 
“It was a little hard at first, but then the lesson went great,” Carmen said. 
“Nice compound sentence!” Expo shouted. 
Pru smiled. “We’re glad to have a cool comma teacher join us.”
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The Punctuation STATION
Carmen the comma was excited. It was her first day on the job at the 
Punctuation Station in Grammar City. She’d been looking forward to this day 
for a long time.  
Carmen arrived early and had to wait for Quincy to get there and unlock 
the gate to the station. While she waited, she went over all the statements 
she was supposed to tell the students. 
“Good morning,” Carmen said, when Quincy finally showed up. He was an 
older gentleman and was bent over in a question mark, which is exactly 
what he was. 
“Hello, Carmen. You must like to be on time, right? Will you come on inside?” 
Quincy opened the gate with his key and led her inside the station.  
“Are you ready for the students?” he asked. “They can be very energetic 
and sometimes resistant to learning their punctuation.” 
Carmen paused while she thought for a minute. “I think I can handle them,” 
she said proudly. “Even though commas are one of the hardest punctuation 
marks to learn, I know I can teach them.” 
“Don’t you sound confident? That’s great.” Quincy took a clipboard out of 
his bag and looked at it. “Okay, so you know the drill, right? We each take a 
small group of students on our subway train for a brief lesson, then meet 
back here at the station. All clear?” 
“Yes, got it,” Carmen said. 
“For the first few rides, can you observe Pru, then Expo, then me?” Quincy 
said. “Just so you can get a feel for how it goes?”

1

Boy, Quincy asked a lot of questions. “Yes, that  
sounds good,” Carmen said happily. She was 
glad that she’d get a chance to watch the other  
lessons. 
A clickety clacking noise reached their ears and  
Quincy tapped his clipboard to the same rhythm.  
“Ah, here comes Pru now,” he said. 
Carmen swiveled around to see a period 
marching along in her high heels.	 
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“Pru, can I introduce you to Carmen?” Quincy said. “She’s the newest mark 
to join Punctuation Station.” 
“Welcome,” Pru said bluntly. “I’m glad to—” 
Just then, an exclamation point whizzed by her, spinning poor Pru around. It 
finally came to a stop.  
“Hello!” the exclamation point cried, bouncing up and down. “You must be 
the new mark!” 
“Yes, I am,” Carmen said. “What’s your name?” 
“I’m Expo! Nice to meet you!” With that, Expo took off to get ready for the 
students. 
“He has so much energy,” Pru muttered. 
“Is there anyone like our Expo?” Quincy wondered. 
“I think not,” said Pru. “Come with me, Carmen. I’ll show you the ropes.” 
Carmen followed Pru inside the main building, which had a big ramp 
coming down into it in the middle. Two smaller ramps were on either side, 
both leading underground.  
“This is the ticket line,” Pru said, showing Carmen the ropes that were set up. 
“Over here is—” 
“The students are coming!” Expo shouted. “Here they come!” 
Sure enough, several students were marching, walking, or rolling down the 
ramp. Carmen’s excitement grew. She couldn’t wait to meet all of them.  
“I stamp the tickets,” Pru told her. “Watch this.”  
Carmen watched as the period stood at the end of the ropes forming the 
line. 
“Full stop,” Pru said to the students. “Whenever you see me, you come to a 
full stop. That’s your first punctuation lesson today.” Once the students were 
lined up, Pru danced on top of all of their tickets.  
“Oh, cool!” said a boy. Carmen leaned over to look at his ticket. It was 
dotted with a dark period after the sentence: I am Remy. The girl next to him 
had a ticket that read: I am Joanna.  
Great simple sentences, thought Carmen.  
Once the tickets were all dotted with periods, Pru was joined by Quincy and 
Expo to give the students a quick introduction.
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“We are punctuation marks,” Pru said.  
“Do you know when to use punctuation marks like us?” Quincy asked. 
“I do!” the girl named Joanna said. “When you’re writing.” 
“That’s right!” exclaimed Expo. “Good job!” 
“Can you explain a little more?” Quincy asked Carmen. 
“Sure,” she said. “Punctuation marks are used to separate sentences or parts 
of sentences when you’re writing. Think of them as showing how the 
sentences are supposed to sound if you read them aloud.” 
“That makes sense,” Remy said, and Carmen grinned at him. So far, this was 
off to a great start. 
“If I gave you this sentence, which one of us would you need at the end?” 
Quincy asked the group. The sentence I went to the store was on a board 
that he held up for the students to see. 
“Exclamation point?” one kid asked. 
“No, a comma,” said another. 
“A question mark,” Joanna said.  
Oh boy, Carmen thought. These students had a lot to learn about 
punctuation. That was why they’d come to the station, after all.  
Soon, Pru led her group of students down the ramp to her subway and 
Carmen followed. 
Once everyone was on and sitting down, the train began to move. Pru 
began to speak in her short, blunt way.  
“I am a period,” she said. “A period is a dot that goes at the end of a 
sentence. Periods are used very often. They go at the end of any sentence 
that isn’t a question or exclamation.” 
There were dry erase boards on the walls inside the subway train. Carmen 
helped the students practice writing sentences with periods on the walls. 
They wrote: 

The dog ran in the yard. 
The train went fast. 
I have a yellow hat. 
You are a good friend.
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They all learned when to put a period quite quickly. Back at the station, 
Carmen went with that group of students to Expo’s train next.  
“Hi!” Expo greeted them all. “I’m so happy to have you here today!” 
When the students were settled, Expo taught them about himself in his high-
energy way. “Exclamation points are amazing! They are a line and a dot, just 
like me. You put an exclamation point at the end of a sentence that is 
supposed to sound like a yell or a shout.” 
“Like this?” Remy asked, writing Wow! on the wall. 
“Exactly!” Expo said. “These kinds of sentences show strong feelings, like 
excitement and joy.” 
The students needed a little help coming up with ideas for exclamations, so 
Expo told them to think of comic books. Then, they all started scribbling: 

Wham! 
Pow! 
Look up in the sky! 
It’s a superhero! 

“That was a fun lesson, Expo,” Carmen said as she headed to Quincy’s train 
this time. “Thank you!” 
Instead of telling the students about question marks, Quincy asked them 
questions in his quizzical way.  
“What do you like to eat?” he asked. Many students shouted out answers. 
“Where would you like to travel? What is your favorite animal?” More 
answers followed. 
“See how these were questions I asked you? In writing, all of them should 
have a question mark at the end. This shows that they need to be answered. 
Question marks look like me: a curve and a dot. Can we practice?” Quincy 
asked.  
The students thought for a minute, then wrote: 

How are you? 
What time is it? 
Where are my books? 

The question marks, exclamation points, and periods were all easy to learn, 
but Carmen was beginning to worry about her lesson. Commas were more 
difficult to teach. 
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When she hopped onto her train, she faced the students sitting in front of 
her. 
“Hello, everyone.” Taking an example from Pru, she said, “I am a comma. A 
comma is used in many different ways. You put commas in lists, dates, place 
names, and compound sentences.” 
The students looked a little bored, so Carmen turned on the energy to be 
more like Expo. “In talking, sometimes we need to pause to catch our 
breaths!” she said. “The comma is that pause!” 
“Oh,” said Remy.  
“I think I get it,” said Joanna. 
“You should also put a comma after introductory words or phrases.” Carmen 
wrote Hi, I’m Carmen. on the wall. “Commas also go after quotations when 
someone is speaking.” She wrote “This subway ride is fun,” I said. on the 
board. 
“I see the comma!” Joanna cried. 
“Me too,” Remy said. 
Carmen thought about what to do next. She decided to quiz the students 
by asking them questions, just like Quincy.  
She wrote a list of items on the board, a date, and a city and country. 
“Where do the commas go in these?” she asked. The students came up to 
fill in the commas so that they looked like this: 

I like oranges, mangos, and strawberries. 
Today is September 7, 2020.  
I live in Grammar City, Languageville. 

“That’s right!” Carmen exclaimed. “Now how about these compound 
sentences?” Carmen was happy that the students were learning where to 
put commas. They completed the sentences: 

I wish I could buy new shoes, but I don’t have money. 
We could go to the pool, or we could go to the gym.  

Carmen’s train ride was the longest, because there were so many times to 
use commas. The students practiced hard. 
“Commas are very useful!” Carmen said, in her high-energy Expo way. Then, 
she used a short sentence, like Pru. “Remember they are often used for 
pauses.” Finally, Carmen asked a question, just like Quincy. “Did you all have 
fun learning about punctuation marks today?”
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“Yes, yes!” the students said. 
When they had all gotten off the subway, Carmen cleaned her walls for the 
next lessons tomorrow. Quincy, Pru, and Expo came to see her.  
“How did today go?” Quincy asked. 
“It was a little hard at first, but then the lesson went great,” Carmen said. 
“Awesome compound sentence!” Expo shouted. 
Pru smiled. “We’re glad to have a cool comma teacher join us.”
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The Punctuation STATION
Carmen the comma was ecstatic. It was the first day of her new career 
working at the Punctuation Station in Grammar City. She’d been 
anticipating this day for a long time.  
Arriving way too early, Carmen had to wait for Quincy to get there and 
unlock the gate to the station. While she waited patiently, she went over all 
the statements she was supposed to tell the students. She wanted to be well 
prepared for the experience. 
“Good morning,” Carmen said, when Quincy finally showed up. He was an 
older gentleman and was bent over in a question mark, which is exactly 
what he was. 
“Hello, Carmen. Aren’t you punctual? Will you come on inside?” Quincy 
unlocked and opened the gate, then led her inside the station.  
“Are you ready for the students?” he asked. “They can be rambunctious and 
sometimes resistant to learning their punctuation.” 
Carmen paused while she contemplated his query. “I think I can handle 
them,” she said proudly. “Even though commas are one of the most difficult 
punctuation marks to learn, I know I can teach and inspire them.” 
“Don’t you sound confident? That’s great.” Quincy took a clipboard out of 
his knapsack and referenced it. “Okay, so you know the drill, right? We each 
take a small group of students on our subway train for a brief lesson, then 
meet back here at the station. All clear?” 
“Yes, crystal clear,” Carmen said. 
“For the first few rides, can you observe Pru, then Expo, then me?” Quincy 
said. “Just so you can get a feel for how it goes?”

Quincy was inquisitive and sure asked a lot of 
questions. “Yes, that sounds good,” Carmen said 
eagerly. She was pleased that she’d get a 
chance to experience and study the other 
lessons. 
A clickety clacking noise reached their ears and 
Quincy tapped his clipboard to the same rhythm. 
“Ah, is that Pru?” he asked, even though he 
could clearly see it was. 
Carmen swiveled around to see a period 1
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stomping along in her high heels.  
“Pru, can I introduce you to Carmen?” Quincy said. “She’s the newest mark 
to join Punctuation Station.” 
“Welcome,” Pru said bluntly. “I’m glad to—” 
Just then, an exclamation point whizzed by her, spinning poor Pru around, 
and coming to a stop.  
“Hello!” the exclamation point cried, bouncing up and down. “You must be 
the new mark!” 
“Yes, I certainly am,” Carmen said. “What’s your name, may I ask?” 
“I’m Expo! Nice to meet you!” With that, Expo zipped off to do the regular 
maintenance chores before the students arrived. 
“He has so much energy and enthusiasm,” Pru muttered. 
“Is there anyone like our Expo?” Quincy wondered. 
“I think not,” said Pru. “Come with me, Carmen. I’ll show you the ropes.” 
Carmen followed Pru inside the main building, which had a large ramp 
descending down into it in the middle. Two smaller ramps were on either 
side, both leading underground.  
“This is the ticket line,” Pru said, showing Carmen the ropes that were set up. 
“Over here is—” 
“The students are coming!” Expo shouted. “Brace yourselves everyone, 
because here they come!” 
Sure enough, several students were marching, walking, or rolling down the 
ramp. Carmen’s excitement grew when she laid eyes on them. She couldn’t 
wait to make the acquaintance of all of them.  
“It is my honor to dutifully stamp the tickets,” Pru told her. “Watch this.”  
Carmen surveyed Pru’s actions as the period stood at the end of the ropes 
forming the line. 
“Full stop,” Pru said to the students. “Whenever you see me, you come to a 
full stop. That’s your first punctuation lesson of the day.” Once the students 
were lined up, Pru danced on top of all of their tickets.  
“Oh, cool!” said a boy. Carmen leaned over to glance at his ticket. It was 
dotted with a dark period after the sentence: I am Remy. The girl next to him 
had a ticket that read: I am Joanna. 
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Great simple sentences, thought Carmen.  
Once the tickets were all dotted with periods, Pru was joined by Quincy and 
Expo to give the students a quick introduction. 
“We are punctuation marks,” Pru said.  
“Do you know when to utilize punctuation marks like us?” Quincy asked. 
“I sure do!” the girl named Joanna said. “When you’re writing, you have to 
use punctuation marks.” 
“That’s right!” exclaimed Expo. “Good job!” 
“Can you explain a little more in depth?” Quincy asked Carmen. 
“Sure,” she said. “Punctuation marks are used to separate sentences or parts 
of sentences when you’re writing. Think of them as showing how the 
sentences are supposed to sound if you read them aloud.” 
“That makes perfect sense,” Remy said, and Carmen grinned at him. So far, 
everything was going swimmingly. 
“If I gave you this sentence, which one of us would you need to add at the 
end?” Quincy asked the group. The sentence I went to the store was on a 
board that he held up for the students to scrutinize. 
“Exclamation point?” one kid asked. 
“No, a comma,” said another. 
“A question mark,” Joanna said.  
Oh boy, Carmen thought. These students had much to learn about 
punctuation. Of course, that was why they’d traveled to the station, after 
all.  
Soon, Pru led her group of students down the ramp to her subway train and 
Carmen trailed them. 
Once everyone boarded and sat down, the train began to move. Pru 
commenced her lesson by speaking in her short, blunt way.  
“I am a period,” she said. “A period is a dot that goes at the end of a 
sentence. Periods are used quite often. They go at the end of any sentence 
that isn’t a question or exclamation.” 
There were dry erase boards on the walls inside the subway train. Carmen 
offered her assistance to the students while they practiced writing sentences 
with periods on the walls. They wrote:
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The dog barked and ran in the yard. 
The train went extremely fast. 
I inherited a yellow hat from my grandfather. 
You are a tremendously terrific friend. 

They all learned where to put periods quite rapidly, and back at the station, 
Carmen went with that group of students to Expo’s train next.  
“Hi!” Expo greeted them all. “I’m so overjoyed to have you here today!” 
When the students were settled, Expo taught them about himself in his high-
energy fashion. “Exclamation points are absolutely amazing! They are a line 
and a dot, just like me. You put an exclamation point at the end of a 
sentence that is supposed to sound like a yell or a shout.” 
“Like this?” Remy asked, writing Wow! on the wall. 
“Exactly!” Expo said. “Sentences with exclamation points show strong 
feelings, like excitement and joy.” 
The students needed a little inspiration coming up with ideas for 
exclamations, so Expo told them to think of comic books. Then, they all 
started scribbling: 

Wham! 
Pow! 
Look up in the sky! It’s a superhero! 
I passed my math exam! 

“That was an entertaining lesson, Expo,” Carmen said as she headed to 
Quincy’s train this time. “Thank you!” 
Instead of telling the students about question marks, Quincy asked them 
questions in his quizzical way.  
“What flavors do you enjoy eating?” he asked. Many students shouted out 
answers. “Where in the world would you like to travel and what culture 
would you be interested in experiencing?” More answers burst forth from the 
students. 
“See how these were questions I asked you? In writing, all of them should 
have a question mark at the end to show that they need to be answered. 
Question marks look like me: a curve and a dot. Can we practice?” Quincy 
asked.  
The students thought for a minute, then wrote:
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How are you doing on this fine day? 
What time is it in Australia right now?	
Where is my Chemistry book? 

The question marks, exclamation points, and periods were all relatively easy 
for the students to learn, but Carmen was beginning to worry about her own 
lesson. Commas were more difficult to comprehend.  
When she hopped onto her train, she faced the students sitting in front of 
her. 
“Greetings, everyone.” Taking an example from Pru, she said, “I am a 
comma and can be used in many different ways. You put commas in lists, 
dates, place names, and compound sentences.” 
The students were beginning to look somewhat bored, so Carmen decided 
to turn on the energy to be similar to Expo. “In talking, sometimes we need 
to pause to catch our breaths!” she said. “The comma is that pause!” 
“Oh, that’s simple enough,” said Remy.  
“I think I understand,” said Joanna. 
“You should also put a comma after introductory words or phrases.” Carmen 
wrote Hi, I’m Carmen. on the wall as a demonstration. “Commas also go 
after quotations when someone is speaking.” She wrote “This subway ride is 
stimulating,” I said. on the board. 
“I see the commas!” Joanna cried. 
“Me too,” Remy said, focusing on Carmen and the wall.  
Carmen pondered about what part of the lesson to do next. She decided to 
quiz the students by asking them questions, just like Quincy.  
She scrawled a list of items on the board, as well as a date, and a city and 
country. “Where do the commas go in these statements?” she asked. The 
students came up to fill in the commas so that they resembled this: 

I take satisfaction in consuming oranges, mangos, and strawberries. 
Today is September 7, 2020.  
I live in Grammar City, Languageville. 

“That’s right!” Carmen exclaimed. “Now how about these compound 
sentences?” Carmen was jubilant that the students were learning where to 
put commas. They completed the sentences:
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I wish I could buy new shoes, but I don’t have money. 
We could go to the pool, or we could go to the gym.  

Carmen’s train ride was the longest, because there were so many places to 
use commas. The students practiced diligently. 
“Commas are very useful!” Carmen said, in her high-energy Expo way. Then, 
she used a short sentence, like Pru. “Remember they are often used to 
indicate pauses.” Finally, Carmen asked a question, just like Quincy. “Did 
you all have fun learning about punctuation marks today?” 
“Yes, yes!” the students said. 
After the students had all gotten off the subway, and Carmen was cleaning 
her walls for tomorrow’s lessons, Quincy, Pru, and Expo came to visit her.  
“How did today go?” Quincy asked. 
“It was a little challenging at first, but then the lesson went smoothly,” 
Carmen said. 
“Awesome compound sentence!” Expo shouted. 
Pru smiled encouragingly. “We’re glad to have a cool comma teacher join 
us.” 
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Cow was caught in a tree again. As he struggled to get out, 
Squirrel came over to help. 
“That’s it!” Cow said as Squirrel untangled the leaves from his head. 
“I’m done with these horns!” 
“I think your horns are cool,” said Squirrel. “They make you look big 
and strong.” 
Cow rolled his eyes. “I don’t look big and strong when I need help 
from a squirrel to get untangled from a tree,” he said. “My horns 
are always in the way.” 
“I have an idea,” Squirrel said. “Wait right here.” 
Squirrel was soon back with something brown in his tiny hand.  
“What is that?” Cow asked. 
“It’s a straw hat!” Squirrel said proudly. 
“Where did you find it?” Cow asked. 
“The farmer left it on a hook in the barn,” Squirrel announced. “You 
can use it to cover your horns,” Squirrel said as he tossed the hat 
on top of Cow’s head. However, the hat didn’t make it that far. It 
got caught on Cow’s horns and left a gap between the bottom of 
the hat and the top of his head. 
“My horns get in the way even when I’m trying to cover them up!” 
Cow shouted in disappointment.
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“What’s wrong?” Cow heard a 
voice say. It was his mother. She 
was walking towards the trees from 
the pasture. When she saw her son 
she let out a little giggle and 
asked, “What is on your horns?”
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“A straw hat. Squirrel thought it might be a good way to cover 
them up,” he said. 
“Why would you want to do that?” his mother asked. 
“Because my horns are always in the way. I can’t even walk 
through the trees without getting stuck. I wish I didn’t have them 
at all,” he said with a sigh. 
“Come over here, both of you,” Cow’s mother said. She led 
Cow and Squirrel to a clear area of the pasture. She turned to 
her son and said, “I need you to know how lucky you are to 
have your horns. There are plenty of other cows in the world that 
don’t have horns at all.” 
“They’re the lucky ones,” Cow said under his breath. 
“Don’t say that,” Cow’s mother replied. “Lots of cows are born 
with horns, but farmers take them off. Cows without horns don’t 
take up as much room. This means the farmers give them much 
less space. How would you feel if you didn’t have this beautiful 
pasture to roam?” 
“I would be sad,” Cow said. 
“Not only that, but I need my horns to keep you safe. Imagine if 
a wolf found his way into the pasture? How would I protect you 
without my horns?” she asked. 
“I never thought about that,” Cow said. 
“Horns are important, Cow. Not only that, but they’re beautiful,” 
his mother said. 
“I told you that your horns were cool,” Squirrel giggled.  
“I guess I can handle them, but only if you’ll keep rescuing me 
when I get stuck in the trees,” Cow told Squirrel. 
“Deal!” Squirrel said.  
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Once again, for the third time in a week, Cow was tangled up in a 
tree. As he struggled to retreat, Squirrel came to his rescue. 
“That’s it!” Cow announced as Squirrel untangled the limbs from his 
head. “I’m done with these horns!” 
“I think your horns are awesome,” said Squirrel. “They make you 
look gigantic and tough!” 
Cow rolled his eyes as he said, “I don’t look so tough when I need 
a squirrel to rescue me from a dumb tree. My horns just get in the 
way.” 
“Wait! I have an idea,” Squirrel said. “Don't move.” 
Squirrel speedily returned with a strange brown bundle in his tiny 
hand. 
“What’s that?” Cow asked. 
“It’s a straw hat, of course!” Squirrel said as he unfolded the hat 
and proudly presented it to his friend. 
“Where did you find a straw hat?” Cow asked. 
“The farmer left it on a hook in the barn,” Squirrel explained. “Let’s 
see if you can use it to cover your horns!” 
Squirrel flung the straw hat straight towards the top of Cow’s head. 
However, the hat didn’t reach its destination. It got caught
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on Cow’s horns and left an odd 
gap between the bottom of the 
hat and the top of Cow’s head. 
“See? My horns get in the way 
even when I’m trying to cover 
them up!” Cow shouted in 
frustration.
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“What's this shouting I hear?” Cow heard a soft voice say. It was 
Cow's mother, and she was walking towards the trees from the 
pasture. When she saw her son, she couldn't help but chuckle. 
“What in the world is on your horns?” she asked. 
Cow’s head drooped as he said, “Squirrel thought a straw hat 
might be a good way to cover them up.” 
“Why would you want to do that?” his mother asked in 
confusion. 
“Because my horns are always in the way, Mom. I can’t even 
walk through the trees without getting stuck. I wish I didn’t have 
them at all,” Cow said with a groan. 
“Both of you, come over here now,” Cow’s mother said. She led 
Cow and Squirrel to a clear area of the pasture before turning to 
her son and saying, “I need you to know how fortunate you are 
to have your horns. There are plenty of cows in the world that 
don’t have horns at all.” 
“They’re the lucky ones,” Cow murmured. 
“Don’t say that,” Cow’s mother replied sternly. “Lots of cows are 
born with horns, but farmers painfully remove them. Cows 
without horns take up less room, which means the farmers give 
them tiny spaces to live. Wouldn't you feel disappointed if you 
didn't have this big and beautiful pasture to roam every day?” 
“I guess I would,” Cow said. 
“Also, we need our horns to stay safe. Imagine if a wolf found his 
way into the pasture? How would I protect you without my 
horns?” she asked. 
Cow looked embarrassed. “I guess I never thought about any of 
that,” he replied.
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“Your horns are important, Cow. Not only that, but they’re 
absolutely beautiful,” his mother said. “They make you who you 
are.” 
“I told you that your horns were awesome,” Squirrel said slyly. 
“I guess I can handle them, but only if you’ll keep rescuing me 
when I get stuck in the trees,” Cow told Squirrel. 
“Deal!” replied Squirrel. 
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Once again, for the third time in a week, poor Cow was caught in 
a tree. He simply wanted to graze near the shade, but Cow’s horns 
seemed to be a magnet for branches. As he struggled to retreat, 
his friend Squirrel came to his rescue. 
“Squirrel, I just can’t take it anymore!” Cow announced while 
Squirrel untangled the limbs from his head. “I’m absolutely done 
with these horns!” 
“Why?” Squirrel asked. “I think your horns are awesome. They make 
you look tough!” 
Cow rolled his eyes and retorted, “I don’t look tough when I need 
a squirrel to rescue me from a ridiculous tree. My horns are just a 
great big nuisance.” 
A fantastic idea suddenly came to Squirrel. “Wait right here,” he 
instructed his friend.   
Squirrel speedily returned to Cow with a peculiar brown bundle in 
his tiny hand. 
“What on Earth is that?” Cow wondered. 
“It’s a straw hat, of course!” Squirrel said as he unfolded the hat 
and proudly presented it to Cow. 
“Where did you find that?” Cow asked.
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“The farmer left it on a hook in the 
barn,” Squirrel explained. “Perhaps 
you can use it to cover your horns 
so you won’t get trapped by the 
trees!”
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Squirrel flung the straw hat upward, straight towards the top of 
Cow’s head. However, the hat didn’t reach its intended 
destination. Instead, it got hooked on Cow’s horns and 
produced an odd gap between the bottom of the hat and the 
top of Cow’s head. 
“See? My horns get in the way even when I’m trying to cover 
them up!” Cow bellowed. 
Suddenly, Cow heard a soft, sweet voice ask, “What's this 
shouting I hear?” 
It was Cow's mother, calmly tottering towards the shady trees 
from the pasture. When she saw her son, she couldn't help but 
chuckle. “What in the world is on your horns, my dear?” she 
asked. 
Cow’s seemed embarrassed, frustrated, and completely 
dejected as he sputtered, “Squirrel thought a straw hat might be 
a good way to cover them up, ok?” 
“Why would you want to do that?” his mother asked in genuine 
confusion. 
“Because my horns are always in the way, Mom. I can’t even 
graze near the trees without getting stuck. I wish I didn’t have 
them at all,” Cow groaned. 
Cow’s mother was silent for a moment before she requested 
that Cow and Squirrel join her in the pasture. She led them to a 
lovely, sunny spot before she turned to her son and exclaimed, 
“You must know how fortunate you are to have your horns, my 
dear. There are plenty of cows in the world that don’t have 
horns at all.” 
“They’re the fortunate ones,” Cow murmured.
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“That’s completely incorrect,” Cow’s mother retorted sternly. 
“Plenty of cows are born with horns, but farmers detach them, 
and the process can be quite painful. You see, cows without 
horns take up less room on a farm, which means the farmers 
merely provide them tiny spaces to live. Wouldn't you feel 
miserable if you didn't have this vast, beautiful pasture to roam 
every day?” 
“I guess I would,” Cow whispered. 
“Furthermore, we need our horns to remain secure. Imagine a 
wolf creeped into our pasture? How would I protect you without 
my horns?” she asked. 
An embarrassed expression stretched across Cow’s face. “I 
guess I never thought about any of that,” he replied. 
“Your horns are important, Cow. Not only that, but they’re 
absolutely beautiful,” his mother said with pride. “They make you 
who you are.” 
“I told you that your horns were pretty awesome,” Squirrel said 
shrewdly. 
“I guess I can handle them, but only if you’ll keep rescuing me 
when I get stuck in the trees,” Cow told Squirrel. 
“Deal!” replied Squirrel. 
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Mother Nature was walking through the forest. She heard a turtle 
calling her name. He was sitting on a log in a small pond. Mother 
Nature went over to the water to see him. 
“Mother Nature, I love the sun. I’m so thankful for it. But, why can’t 
it be sunny all day?” the turtle asked. “It feels nice on my shell and 
keeps me warm. But nights are so cold. I have to sink into the sand 
to stay warm.”   
Mother Nature patted the turtle on his shell. She said, “I give the 
world both day and night. Animals like bats need the night. They 
must hunt, eat, and play in the dark.”  
“I see,” the turtle said. “I wish it was always day. Bats wish it was 
always night.” 
“That’s right,” Mother Nature said. “That’s why there is both.”  
Mother Nature then walked to the other side of the pond. She 
heard a patch of wildflowers say her name. Mother Nature turned 
around. The flowers said, “Mother Nature, we love the rain. We are 
so thankful for it. But, why can’t you make the rain fall every day? It 
feels good on our petals and stems.” 
Mother Nature bent down and said, “I give the world both rain and 
dry air. If it only rained, this pond would flood. You all would be 
under the water. Then you wouldn’t get any air or sun. You need air 
and sun to grow.” 
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“We see,” the flowers said. “We like 
the rain, but it would be bad if we 
had too much.” 
“That’s right,” Mother Nature said. 
“That’s why I don’t give you rain 
every day.” 
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Mother Nature kept walking. She came to a small house. She 
heard a human voice shout at her. It was a young boy. He said, 
“Mother Nature, my parents want me to play outside. I don’t 
want to. It’s too hot. I want to play video games inside.” 
Mother Nature looked at the boy and said, “You need to play 
outside because you need to spend more time with me.” 
The boy was confused. Mother Nature explained, “I give you 
trees so you have clean air. I give you sunshine so you have 
vitamins and energy. I give you plants and seeds so you have 
healthy food.” 
Mother Nature lifted her arms. A cool breeze broke through the 
hot air. The boy smiled. 
“You see?” Mother Nature said. “Even though it’s hot, I give you 
cool breezes and lots of shade. I even give you water to drink.” 
“You’ve given me a lot,” the boy said. “I never knew it before 
now.” 
“I give every living thing just what it needs,” Mother Nature said. 
“What would you do if it was all gone?” 
“I don’t know what I would do,” the boy replied. “I wouldn’t 
have much at all.” 
Mother Nature said, “It’s important that you get outside and use 
all the gifts I’ve given you. Will you use them?” 
“I will...if you'll be there with me,” the boy said.  
"I'll be right by your side," Mother Nature replied.  
The little boy ran inside the cottage. He grabbed his hat and put 
on his hiking boots. Then the boy went off to explore the forest 
with Mother Nature by his side. 
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Mother Nature was walking through the forest when, suddenly, a 
young turtle called from a log on the nearby pond. Mother Nature 
strolled over to the water to see her little friend. 
“Mother Nature, I love the sun. I’m so thankful you put it in the sky. 
But, why can’t you leave the sun in the sky all day long?” the turtle 
asked. “The warm rays feel nice on my shell, but nights are so cold. 
I have to burrow in the sand to keep warm.” 
Mother Nature patted the turtle gently on his shell and said, “There 
is a time for day and a time for night. Think of the raccoons, bats, 
and badgers. They must avoid the heat in order to hunt, eat, and 
play. You just need to appreciate the time that the sun is high in 
the sky.” 
The turtle understood. Mother Nature continued, “I know you love 
the sun, but I work in order for all living things to thrive.” 
The turtle thanked Mother Nature as she walked around to the 
other side of the pond. Suddenly, she heard a patch of wildflowers 
whisper her name. Mother Nature bent down and asked, “What 
can I do for you, my darlings?” 
The flowers softly muttered, “Mother Nature, we love the rain. We 
are so thankful you allow it to shower down on us. But, why can’t 
you make the rain fall every day? The cool water feels so good on 
our petals and stems.”
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Mother Nature explained, “There is 
a time for raindrops and a time for 
dry air. Think of what would 
happen if I allowed the rain to fall 
every day. This pond would surely 
flood, and soon you would be 
underwater. If you were, you
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wouldn’t be able to receive the sunlight and air that you need 
to grow. You just need to appreciate the times that the showers 
fall.” 
The flowers nodded and Mother Nature continued, “I know you 
love the rain, but I work in order for all living things to thrive.” 
The flowers understood and thanked Mother Nature. She kept 
walking until she came to a small wooden cottage. Suddenly, 
she heard a human voice shout for her. Mother Nature turned 
around to see a young boy. He said, “Mother Nature, my 
parents are making me play outside, but I don’t understand why 
it’s so important. It’s too hot. I’d rather stay inside and play video 
games.” 
Mother Nature put her hand on the boy’s shoulder. As she 
looked in his eyes, she said, “It’s important because you need 
me. You may not realize it, but you cannot survive without me. I 
work to make sure all living things can thrive…even you.” 
The boy looked confused, so Mother Nature explained: “I give 
you these trees so you have clean air to breathe. I give you the 
sun so you have vitamins and energy. I give you plants and 
seeds so you have healthy food.” 
The boy’s mouth dropped as Mother Nature raised her arms and 
swirled them over her head. Suddenly, a cool breeze broke 
through the hot air.  
“You see?” Mother Nature continued, “Even though it’s hot, I 
give you a cool breeze and plenty of shade here in the forest. I 
even give you plenty of water to drink.” 
“It sounds like you’ve given me a lot,” the boy said, looking at his 
feet. “I never realized it before.” 
“I have,” Mother Nature replied. “I give exactly what every living 
thing needs. And what would you do if it was all gone?”
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“I don’t know what I would do,” the boy responded. “It seems 
like I wouldn’t have much at all.” 
Mother Nature softly responded, “I work in order for all living 
things to thrive. But, in order for me to do my job, you must 
appreciate what I’ve given you. How can you appreciate it if 
you don't take the time to get out and experience it?” 
“I understand,” the boy said. “And I'm ready to experience it, if 
you'll be there with me.”  
"I'll be there with every step you take," Mother Nature replied.  
With that, the little boy ran inside, grabbed his hat and hiking 
boots, and went off to explore the forest with Mother Nature 
right by his side. 
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Mother Nature was strolling through the forest when, suddenly, a 
young turtle called from a knotty log on the nearby pond. Mother 
Nature wandered to the water to see what her little friend needed. 
“Mother Nature, I love the sun and I’m so thankful you put it in the 
sky. But, why can’t you leave the sun up above me all day long?” 
the turtle asked. “The warm rays feel so wonderful on my shell, but 
nights become so incredibly cold. I have to burrow in the sand just 
to keep warm.” 
Mother Nature patted the turtle gently on his rigid shell and said, 
“There is a time for day and another time for night, little turtle. You 
must think of the raccoons, bats, and badgers. They have to avoid 
the heat in order to hunt, eat, and play comfortably. What you 
must do is appreciate the time that the sun is high above you in 
the sky.” 
The turtle understood Mother Nature’s words. She continued, “I 
know you love the sun, but I must work in order for all living things to 
thrive.” 
The turtle thanked Mother Nature as she walked around to the 
other side of the pond. Suddenly, she heard a patch of wildflowers 
whisper her name. Mother Nature bent down and asked, “What 
can I do for you, my darlings?”
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The flowers softly muttered, 
“Mother Nature, we absolutely 
love the rain. We are so thankful 
you allow it to shower down on us. 
But, why can’t you make the rain 
fall every day? The cool water feels 
so good on our petals and stems.”
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Mother Nature smiled and explained to her little friends, “There is 
a time for raindrops and a time for dry air. Think of what would 
happen if I allowed the rain to fall every single day. This pond 
would surely flood, and soon you would be underwater with the 
fish. As a result, you wouldn’t be able to receive the sunlight and 
air that you need to grow and survive. What you must do is 
appreciate the times that I allow the showers to fall.” 
The wildflowers nodded as Mother Nature continued: “I know 
you love the rain, but I must work in order for all living things to 
thrive.” 
The flowers understood and thanked Mother Nature. She 
continued walking until she came to a small wooden cottage in 
the center of the forest. Suddenly, she heard a human voice 
shout for her from beyond the cottage fence line. Mother 
Nature turned around to see a young boy, no more than nine 
years old. He was running toward Mother Nature, shouting, 
“Mother Nature, my parents are making me play outside, but I 
don’t understand why it’s so important. It’s too hot to do 
anything fun. I’d rather stay inside and play video games.” 
Mother Nature softly put her hand on the boy’s shoulder. As she 
looked in his eyes, she said, “It’s important that you spend time in 
the forest because you need me. You may not realize it, but you 
cannot survive without me. I work to make sure all living things 
thrive…even you.” 
The boy looked confused, so Mother Nature explained: “I give 
you these trees so you have clean air to breathe. I give you the 
sun so you have vitamins and energy. I give you plants and 
seeds so you have healthy food to eat.” 
The boy’s mouth dropped in amazement as Mother Nature 
raised her arms and swirled them over her head. Suddenly, a 
cool breeze broke through the hot air, leaving the boy feeling 
refreshed. 
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“You see?” Mother Nature continued, “Even though it’s hot, I 
give you cool breezes and plenty of shade here in the forest. I 
even give you lots of clean water to drink.” 
“It sounds like you’ve given me a lot,” the boy said with a touch 
of shame, looking at his feet. “I guess I never realized it before.” 
“It’s true,” Mother Nature replied. “I give the things that every 
living creature needs. And what would you do if it was all 
gone?” 
“I don’t know what I would do,” the boy responded. “It seems 
like I wouldn’t have much at all.” 
Mother Nature softly responded, “I work in order for all living 
things to thrive. But, in order for me to do my job, you must 
appreciate what I’ve given you. How can you appreciate it if 
you don't take the time to get out and experience it? How can 
you enjoy these gifts if you don’t take deep breaths of clean air, 
or get out in the sun to feel its natural energy, or play in the heat 
so you can cool off in the gentle breeze that floats through the 
trees?”   
The boy finally understood. He hadn't appreciated Mother 
Nature's gifts. He hadn't even realized he had received these 
gifts in the first place. He looked Mother Nature straight in her 
face and said, "I'm ready to experience it all, Mother Nature...if 
you'll be there with me.”  
"I'll be there with every step you take," Mother Nature replied.  
With that, the little boy ran inside the cottage, grabbed his hat 
and hiking boots, and went off to explore the forest with Mother 
Nature right by his side. 
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